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Gyrokinetic Analysis of Ion Temperature Gradient

' Modes in the Presence of Sheared Flows

M. Artun and W. M. Tang

Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University

Princeton, NJ 08543

Abstract

The linearized gyrokinetic equation governing electrostatic microinstabilities in the

• presence of sheared equilibrium flows in both the _ and Sr directions has been systemat-

• ically derived for a sheared slab geometry, where in the large aspect ratio limit _ and

, directions correspond to the toroidal and poloidal directions respectively. In the familiar

long perpendicular wavelength regime (kj.p_ < 1), the analysis leads to a comprehensive

kinetic differential eigenmode equation which is solved numerically. The numerical re-

sults have been successfully cross-checked against analytic estimates in the fluid limit.

For typical conditions, the Ion Temperature Gradient (rh) modes are found to be sta-

bilized for :_-direction flows with a velocity shear scale comparable to that of the ion

temperature gradient and velocities of a few percent of the sound speed. Sheared flows

in the _-direction taken alone are usually destabilizing, with the effect being independent

of the sign of the flow. However, when both types are simultaneously considered, it is

found that in the presence of sheared i-direction flow, sheared _-direction flow can be

either stabilizing or destabilizing depending on the relative sign of these flows. However,

for sufficiently large values of vt_ the mode is completely stabilized regardless of the sign of
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v,vv.__ The importance of a proper kinetic treatment of this problem is supported by com-

parisons with fluid estimates. In particular, when such effects are favorable, significantly *

smaller values of sheared _-direction flow are required for stability than fluid estimates 4,

would indicate.

I. Introduction

Investigation of the influence of sheared equilibrium flows on the confinement prop-

erties of tokamak plasmas has been a topic of much current interest. This is motivated

by the fact that significant levels of radially sheared toroidal flows have been measured

in neutral-beam-heated discharges. The pre_sence of poloidal flows is supported by obser-

vations of large radial electric fields in the edge region of tokamaks. Since low frequency

drift-type microinstabilities have continued to be leading candidates to account for much

of the anomalous transport found in toroidally confined plasmas, it is clearly important to °

realistically assess how they might be affected by the combined influence of toroidal and
O

poloidal equilibrium velocity shear. In order to provide a proper theoretical foundation

for a systematic kinetic analysis of this problem, we begin by presenting a rigorous deriva-

tion of the linearized electrostatic gyrokinetic equations in the presence of sheared flows.

The results are then applied to the investigation of velocity shear on the ion temperature

gradient driven class of drift-type microinstabilities for a sheared slab geometry in the

familiar long perpendicular wavelength regime (k±pi < 1).1

In earlier studies, _,-direction ("toroidal")2 and :_-direction ("poloidal")3 velocity shear

effects on ITG (ion temperature gradient) modes were separately analyzed in the fluid

limit for a sheared slab geometry. The general trends found in these calculations were

that the _-direction flows tended to be destabilizing while the _-direction flows could

be strongly stabilizing for sufficiently large values of the flow parameter v'_. Results from •

recent kinetic analysis 4 of the _-direction flow problem basically support the findings from j
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the fluid estimates.

. The focus in the present paper is on a rigorous kinetic investigation of the combined

influence of sheared flows (in the _ and Srdirections) on the ITG instabilities. As in the

• earlier studies, 3'4 it is found that for typical conditions, sheared _-direction flows have

a favorable influence on the ITG instabilities. More specifically, sheared flows in the _-

direction with a scale comparable to that of the ion temperature gradient and velocities

of a few percent of the acoustic speed can stabilize these modes. When sheared flows in

the _,-direction are simultaneously taken into account, our calculations indicate that :_-

direction sheared flows can be either stabilizing or destabilizing depending on the relative

' ' ' the modesign of the flow parameters v_ and v_. However, for sufficiently large values of v_

is completely stabilized regardless of the sign of v_v_.t_ Comparisons with results from fluid

estimates are made to illustrate the importance of a kinetic treatment of this problem.

In particular, when such effects are favorable, the magnitude of the sheared _-direction

' flow required for stability is found to be significantly smaller than fluid estimates would

indicate.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II deals with a systematic

derivation of the linearized gyrokinetic equations in the presence of sheared flows. The

coordinate transformation and guiding center formulation used to facilitate this analysis

is explained in Sec. II.A. After specifying the form of the equilibrium distribution in Sec.

II.B, the derivation of the gyrokinetic equation determining the perturbed distribution

function (_f) is presented in Sec. II.C. In Sec. II.D, the basic kinetic eigenmode equation

governing ITG modes in a sheared slab geometry in the presence of sheared flows is

obtained by using _f to construct the perturbed ion density response together with the

usual Boltzmann response for electrons. Results from the analysis of the eigenmode

equation are given in Sec. III. In Sec. III.A, analytic estimates of the velocity shear effects

° on ITG modes are presented, and in Sec. III.B, numerical results from the investigation
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of normal, flat, and inverted density profile cases are summarized. Finally, in Sec. IV the

principal findings from the present studies and their implications are discussed. °

II. Derivation of Gyrokinetic Equations with Sheared Flows

To properly specify the perturbed distibution function in the presence of sheared

equilibrium flows, it is convenient to make a coordinate transformation from the lab

frame (x) to the rotating frame (x'). We assume that for the equilibrium distribution

function F the flow in the lab frame is given by:

Vo(x)= f vR(x) (1)

with its the Taylor expansion around the rational surface given by V0(x) = u0 + v0(x).

Here u0 is the constant part of the flow, and v0(x) is the x-dependent part. This models

the radially varying flows in the toroidal geometry. Results from experimental measure-

meats s as well as from theoretical calculations of neoclassical equilibrium flows8 have

indicated that sheared flows in toroidal geometry can be represented as a function of the

flux surface. More specifically, for a large aspect ratio tokamak, equilibrium flows can

simply be approximated as a function of the radial variable only.

In the present model the sheared flows are taken to be perpendicular to the "radial"

(i.e., x) direction. This choice is again consistent with expectations from theoretical cal-

culations in a toroidal geometry and from tokamak experimental results. If all equilibrium

quantities (i.e., n_, ni, T_, Ti, B) have a variation in the ft-direction only, then the con-

stant part of the sheared flow Uo can be absorbed in the eigenfrequency in the form of

a Doppler-shift term in a simple Galilean transformation and is thereby eliminated from

the problem. However, a Galilean transformation for the x-dependent part of sheared

flow v0(x) would further complicate rather than simplify the analysis. Details of these •

considerations are presented in Sec. II.A.
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A. Coordinate Transformation and the Guiding Center For-

" mulation

The collisionless Vlasov equation analyzed is given by

df Of Of q ( vxB) Ofd-'t-= _'+V'_xx+--m E-I c '_vv =0 (2)

To leading order in the Taylor expansion around the rational surface x = 0, we take

V0(x) = u0 + v0(x) with V0(x) given by the first velocity moment of the distribution

function• In order to simplify the problem, we make a coordinate transformation from

(t, x, v) space to (t', x', c) space, i.e.,

t=t' , x=x'+uot' , v=c+uo+vo(x) . (3)

Here we require that Uo" _ = 0, Vo' _ = 0, Vo. VL -- 0, and Uo' _TL = 0 where _7L acts

• on equilibrium quantities (i.e., n,, T,, etc.). The partial derivatives in the lab frame then

become

o o o o o o o o
" 5 = _? - u°_x;x, , a_ - Ox, w°a_ ' 0-7= 0-7 ' (4)

Hence, the Vlasov equation in the "rotating" frame is given l_y:

df Of Of Of q ( cxB) Ofd--t"= _7 + (Vo + c). --0x'- c. XTVo. _cc + --m E' + _c ' _ = 0 (5)

where E' = E + [(uo + ro) × B]/c. Here the perpendicular electric field necessary to set

up an E × B drift velocity in the "poloidal" direction (y-direction) is given by

Eo(x)= (Uo+Vo)×B . (6)c

Note that E = E' + Eo with E' being the electric field observed in the moving frame.

We next proceed with the transformation to the guiding center frame. Specifically, the

familiar r-l° guiding center coordinate transformation from (t', x', c) to (t', R, E,/_, ¢) with
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R = x' + (c x b)/ao, _ = _i/2B, E = di2, _o = (qBImc),and c = Cllt_+ cl(cos¢_,+
sin¢&2) is applied to Eq. (5). The spatial derivative becomes

0 0 0_ 0 0¢ 0 0(f,/a_) 0

Ox' - OR t-0x' 0r + Ox'0¢ Ox' x c. 0"R (7) ,
with

Ox' - -_ "Tx;x'+_"7_''c_

o¢ o_ _, of,. (c × f,) (8)
Ox"-;= Ox'-;'_1 + d,,Ox"-";

and using

OE Or cj. 0¢ c × G
O-"_= c , 0--_= -B"' 0--'_- c21 ' (9)

the velocity derivative can be expressed as

0 0 ci 0 cxl_ 0 Ixb 0

O--'_= c_-_ + B 0r c]. 0¢ + ft--_' O--R " (10) .

It is convenient to introduce the definitions

o(f,/_o) o
As, = Ox' x C.o--ff

0r 0 0¢ 0
s, = Ox,0_ + Ox---70--¢ (11)

The Vlasov equation in the guiding center coordinates can then be expressed as

df Of Of 3f

d'--t" = _ + Vo • _--_ + cl,,_-_, + (Vo + c). [As_f + ABaf]

Of c a.Of c ×bOf I×b Of]

of

P

Here _7';t and _'¢ can be written as _'# and S7¢ since B, _1 and _2 are functions of x

only with no dependence on v.
f
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B. Equilibrium Distribution

In a slab geometry with the equilibrium magnetic field given by B = _ + (z/L,)_, it

is customary to associate _, ST,and _ with the toroidal, poloidal and radial directions of
I

a large aspect ratio tokamak respectively. For drift instabilities the appropriate ordering

using _ as the smallness parameter is w -,, klEVth,,(w/gla) ,,, 0(_), pi/L, "; pi/LT_ "_ e

and kj.pi ", O(1), where L,, and LT_ are density and temperature gradient scale lengths

respectively. Denoting the equilibrium distribution function by F = Fo + F1 + O(e2), the

leading order term of the Vlasov operator in the guiding center coordinates is -flcOF/O¢.

Hence, to this lowest order, we have Fo = Fo(R, E, #). If Fo is isotropic, then Fo =

F0(R, E). To next order we get

Oro _ OFo OFo fl OF,
ClloRii c. Vvo.c-_-_-+Vo. OR c--_-=0 . (13)

The gyrophase average of this equation yields$

(c.VVo. c>¢--<cc>¢'VVo - c_l_l_+ (c_/2)(I- l_l_)'VVo , (14)

and,sincel_.VVo - 0 and I' Vv_ = V.Vo = O,we obtain

OFo OFo

+vo. =0 (15)

This result indicates that Fo =/ro(E, X), since both 1_and Vo lie in the yz-plane, where

X = :k.R.

With respect to FI, we find

OF1
OFo ._ _ (16)

- c. Vvo. co---E= 0¢ '

Denoting F1 =/_i + (F1>¢, with 2_r<...>¢ = fo2_ dC...: we get

P' = _c cede .vvo-a-_
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For the slab geometry the rather complicated term, fccd¢, can be considerably simplified.

Without loss of generality, we may take 6l = _ and 62 = Sr- (x/L,)'2 with 61 x 62 = I_.

Thus, given that _.vo = 0, 1_. VVo = 0 and v0. VVo 0, only the t_61 and 6261

components of the dyadic are of interest here. Hence, the first order correction to the

equilibrium function reduces to

1 c2 sin_¢ . ^ OFo
/_1 = fle(CiCl!sin¢6,1_ + l--_e, e2)" Vvo 0-E" (18)

C. Calculation of the Perturbed Distribution Function

The unperturbed Vlasov operator in the coordinate frame (t', x', c) specified by Eq. (3)

can be written as

£ 0 0 0 q fexB_ 0

at_ + (vo+ _). Ox---2- (,,o+_). Vvo._ +-m\ )_ ._ (_9)
I

In guiding center coordinates it has the form

0 0 0 c_ ,.

c_ = at=+ vo.?-g+ _HS-R-_I+ (,,0+ _). [_, + _]- no

0 cj. 0 cx6 0 Ix6 0 ]-c. Vvo. c_--_+ B ou _[ o¢+ no 8rf, (20)

For electrostatic perturbations, E t = -V_, and the perturbed Vlasov equation to order

e is given by

£[(,f]- circ. OFm -ggc=° (_.1)
where F is the equilibrium distribution function that vanishes under the unperturbed

Vlasov operator. We follow the usual procedure z and separate 5]" into adiabatic and

non-adiabatic parts; i.e.,

5.[- q _F + g . (22) .r(0)

e
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Letting £ act on the adiabatic part, (i.e.,-(q/T)'_F) and £g act on g, we obtain

q q O_F+(vo+c) .0_ q F . (23)" £ _(0) _F = T(O) Ot' Ox'T(O)

The perturbed Vlasov equation can be then written as

d6f q O_ O_ q rr,
d"'t" = T(O) Ot' (F° + F1) - (v° + c) " "O-_'_ _'° + F_)

Og Og Og

Og ca. Og c×}aOg+I×b Og] Og-_ Wo. _ +-_oU- 4 o-_ a--T'K_ - a_

- qvq_. c + .--+ (24)

• The lowest order term in Eq. (24) is

• - fl_0_ = 0 (25)

such that (g}¢ = g. After taking the gyrophase average of Eq. (24), we observe that

<V,_ . O (FI)¢ > _ 0(_2)0c¢ (26)

For the gyrophase dependent part of F1, (i.e., F1) we find

0F1 m - 1 m

--ac = -_cF, + _-_(c11_2_,1_ + c± sine626162) ' VvoFo (27)

Since terms like Fl(i)_/Ot') and Vo. _'_FI are O(e2), gyroaveraging the perturbed Vlasov

equation to O(e) leads to the result

q (k±c.L_ q (k±cl_ OCa
• (£[5f])¢ = -_Jo\ Frc ] _Fo-_Jo\ Qc ] Vo.--_Fo



ag ag ag qaCv 5 aFo_(_)+_? + _o._ + _k-_ = m oR × N ' 3--ffJ°

+_Jo\--_] 62 .--f_61. VVo. I_CllFo (28) ,

where _a is the perturbed potential at the guiding center s and _ _ _aexp(iL) with

L = k.p and p identified as the gyroradius. Here we have also made use of the fact that

for a sheared slab geometry,

( ( o,,"_ O(e 2) . (29)

Thus, the final form of the electrostatic gyrokinetic equation with sheared flows is given

by

Og Og Og a JoFo (O_c O_a)+vo.b-ff+c_,, = _ -_- +vo. oR

+ q OgPa b OFo
m Jo-_-_ x 12"_'O"R

q . 0¢c
-_JoFoclle2 . -"_ 61. VVo. b (30)

where the argument of the Bessel function is (k±ci/f_c).

D. Eigenmode Equation

In proceeding with the derivation of the governing eigenmode equation, we adopt the

familiar ansatz, _ _ _ exp(ik, x- iw't'). Choosing Vo(Z) - [vou(x/L,)_¢ + voz(z/L,)_],

Eq. (30) to leading order yields

q JoFo¢c(k • Vo - w')(k'vo + kllcl[- a;')9 =

10



 - o ooo(lm 2))3

(L,_ CllVoz)
, +_.qJoFo¢a . (31)

m L,,(T/m)

Here w' is the frequency observed in the moving frame; i.e., w ' = w - k, Uo. Defining

w, = (ck_T/qBL,_), r = L,.,/LT and & = w' - k.vo, we then obtain

q & +w.(1 +_?(E/T- 3/2) -w.(L,/L,,)(mcHvoz/T)) (32)- q-,_Fo- -_'_aFoJo6f = T kllCll-

Performing the usual velocity space integrations and recognizing that

/ _ad¢ = 2rdo(kj.c±/f_c)ff, (33)

we arrive at the following expression for the perturbed ion deasity response:

. n"-_ = -_(b - 9_ (_ +w.(1 - r/))ro(b ) _Z(¢')

L,,
2v°_-((1+ (Z(q'))ro(b)+,_.r/Fo(b)Z=-(lr2+ (Z(¢))

O3.

, & L,_ vt w

Ii

+_._(ro(b) + br,(b)- bro(b))_¢Z(_)] (34)

where Fm(b) = I_(b)exp(-b), b = 2 2 2(ka.vt/flc), I,,(b) is the modified Bessel function, and

Z(_) denotes the plasma dispersion function with ff = (&/kllvt). Combining this result

with an adiabatic electron density response in the quasineutrality equation then gives

eO

6n, = _n_= n0-_ (35)

Since non-adiabatic kinetic electron effects on r/i-modes are knowr, to be weak 11we focus

our attention on the kinetic respom;e of the ions. In the long wavelength regime, k.t.pl < 1,

cT

b,=p_fk_+ k_)__P?(-.0_--z+ k_) (36)
@
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so that the basic eigenmode equation reduces to the familiar second order differential

equation forml:

05-----_-+ -b, + R(_)] _ - 0 (37) O

where

til .P(_) = ,- fi + ft,.+ (ft,-+ 1- 7)¢,z(¢,)+_,¢?(1+ ¢,z(¢,))

-2v°"L"¢,(i+¢_Z(¢_))] (3S)vti Lv

R(e) - (ft,-+ 1+ _)_z((_) + ,7,¢?(i+ ;',z(;'_))- 2_°_ ¢,(1+ ¢'_z(_)))(39)?)ti

and
2 2

ck_T Co k j.v, Co
w,i = lelBL,, ¢i = b = {2 = --kllv,. Ftci2 w,_

eB 01nno _ x
f_ci = --- Ln = c, = _' = --

rnic Oz p,

v, c, 0 In Ti/ Ox

pi = f_-'-'_ P"-- f2_"--_i r]i- O tnno/OX

III. Eigenmode Analysis of Ion Temperature Gradient Insta-

bilities

The eigenmode equation derived in the previous section can .be solved numerically

u_ing a WKB (Wenzel-Kramer-Brillouin) shooting code. 12 In the fluid limit, where we

assume a large argument for the Z-function, (i.e., (i > 1), the plasma dispersion function

can be represented as an asymptotic series. Keeping terms of order (i-'2, the eigenmode

equation reduces to the Weber equation 1 with the corresponding eigenvalue condition for

fi in the form of a polynomial equation. To properly capture the effects of _?-direction
lP
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velocity shear, terms up to order ¢-74need to be kept which in turn are perturbatively

incorporated in the eigenvalue condition. In the case where both Srand _-direction veloc-

ity shear are taken into account, the effects are coupled, and a perturbative analysis is

_, unnecessary. Recall that previous studies 3 have shown that the fundamental mode in the

presence of only _-direction velocity shear can be expressed as a combination of funda-

mental and higher order modes in the absence of such velocity shear. However, when both

and _ velocity shear are taken into account, the combined effect is mainly manifested

in the modification of the fundamental ("ground-state") eigenfunction.

A. Analytic Results: Fluid Limit

1. Fluid Equations: Local Analysis

Before attempting to solve the eigenmode equation governing ITG instabilities it is

. appropriate to first give a simple local estimate illustrating how the mode is destabilized

in the presence of parallel velocity shear. For this analysis we consider a slab geometry

" with B = B_;, k, = 0, and no equilibrium electric field. The ions have a flow Voz(Z) in

the S-direction, where the shear scale is similar to the temperature scale, and the velocity

is comparable to the sound velocity. The ion velocity can be expressed as

cE×B

v = + + (40)

where vlz is the perturbed velocity, and the E x B flow is in the £-direction. The model

for the flow is specified by

Vo,(X) = vo,.-_ with vo, _ vr{ (41)

with x << L,,,Voz(X) << vt.{. The quasineutrality condition with adiabatic electrons gives

q e@
n_=nj=no- T , (42)
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and the parallel momentum balance, pressure balance, and continuity equations are ex-

pressed as

cgv_, [cE x B ] c.gVo, cgp, c_9_
m,no----_ + ro,no [ B 2 j _, Oz - Oz en°"_z (43)

Op_ IcE x B1 0p0 0v1_O--7+ L _, _ + ')'Po_ = 0 (44)

Ovt
0-'-_+ n0_ = 0 . (45)

Solving these equations in the usual way produces the dispersion relation,

lTe 2 (Te )221 22 Tew [Zw - "_i + 7 kzc, - w, rekzc, -- Tw'vewkzv°*.ti (46)

where

_ ckyT_ ck_T_ 2 po OlnT_
w.v_ - eBL,_ ' w.r_ -- eBLT_ ' c_ - mino , LT_ -- Ox '

and LT, is taken to be equivalent to LT,. This simplified dispersion relation illustrates the
,11

effect of parallel velocity shear on the ITG mode. There exists an unstable mode if

/LT'_ (Vo,_]3 > __flo4 (47) "+
where _o - (k_c,/w.T,). Note that the sign of the parallel velocity shear term is not

important because a combination of k_ and k_ can always be found to give an _0 with
r

the appropriate sign to increase the instability.

In order to demonstrate that a dispersion relation similar to the one obtained through

the precedi:,g fluid-type analysis can be obtained from the gyrokinetic equation, we con-

sider the flat density gradient limit. In the limit pi _ 0, the perturbed ion density

response is given by

5ni eO efr9 [( l W.Ti) (iZ((i)- 2w'viv°z(in'--o = T_ T_ 1 2 _ w vr,
(I + _,Z(_,))

P

(t + (48)
_2 J
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Using the adiabatic electron response in the quasineutrality condition and making the

usual expansions for the Z-function in the large argument limit then yields the dispersion

relation

[_i T_ "2 2] -_iw.v_wkzCdz (49)
w - = W,Tekz cs - .

q, W2 ._iilezC sj 22 Te

Up to a factor of 3' this is the same as the fluid dispersion relation given by Eq. (46).

2. Fluid Limit of Kinetic Equations: Nonlocal Analysis

Nonlocal analytic solutions to the basic eigenmode equation [Eq. (37)] can be obtained

in the fluid limit. In particular, the large argument expansion of the plasma dispersion

function produces a Weber-type equation with a potential which can be written as a

polynomial in i where i = x/ps. The parameter regime best suited for this type of

analysis is in the limit lfr[ << K, Kbs < 1 and Ks << 1, with K = (l+r]_)/r and

s = L_/Ls. Expanding the Z-functions in the large argument limit then giveso

i-Q(i) = -bs + 5 + Ii" _((_ + It') + (_: ] (.50)

with 9z = voz/C., Lh,, = L,/L,,, and (_ = F/-. (9_L,,,)i where % = VowCs. Expanding

Q(i) to O(i 4) we get the differential equation

024
(A + Bi + Ci 2+ Di 3 + Ei 4) q) = 0 (51)Oi 2

with the coefficients

A = - bs+K+fl K+fl '

B = - -(K+a) _ (K+a) _ K+n a(K+a) '

( s2 (OuL,,,,)2 fl(OuL,_,,)2 (E,_,L,_,,)2c = - _+ (K+a)_-(K+a)_ + (K+fl)_

15



+ n(K + n) 2 (K + '

-2_(o_L._) (_L._)_ a(_L._) _ (_L_) _D = - a 3 - (K+a) 4 + (K+a) 4 - (K+a) 3

8(- 2

- a(K+fi)a - fl2(K+fl)2 - ft3(K+fl) '

and

(3_(o_L._)_- (o_L._)* a(o_L_)* (o_L._)* _(o_L._)_(o_L._)
E

- a_ + (g + _)_ - (K + n)_ + (K + _)_ + a(K + _)_

s(_L"')a(f'_n"_) s(f_L"_)a(f_n'_) ) (52) .+ £t2(K + ft)3 fla(K + ft)2 (Ii + "

In the absence of _,-direction velocity shear, the coefficients D and E vanish to lowest

order while the other coefficients reduce to

s 2
A = __1 B- (_L,_,_)s and C : --- . (53)

K ' flK ' Ft2

This leads to the eigenvalue condition

B 2 A
= 1 (54)

4C3/2 C1/2

which in turn gives for the eigenvalue,

= isK . (,55) '
I-((_L._)_/4K)

The resultherethereforedemonstratesthedestabilizingeffectofthe_-directionvelocity'

shear on the mode. 2 Note that Eq. (55) also shows that the effect is independent of the

sign of (5.L,,_,) and that the result is consistent with the earlier assumption, IfiI << K. '.
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•Shooting(Kinetic)_/! _ i ,Shooting (Kinetic) (b)

0.08 •Analytical(Fluid)// 1 •Analytic(Fluid) /'_-

:i 004 3
&

II 0.5 ,._'_"_" J"

0.02 ._jf4._. mrJ''jr "'ll
, m...dL_.m,. • .,m" • ,,

ii,J,ii41P.Wmlr \

O' '''' I,,, = I ,,,, I , _ _ J 0 .'_ _ 1 , , , I l , , I , \'_.
', -0.0002 -0.0001 0 O.O00l 0.0002 -0.02 0 0,02

Figure 1: Comparison of the growth rates obtained from analytical estimates and kinetic

= 0.3 and L,/Ls = 0.001 (b) for theresults (a) for the case bs = 0. _}_= 19, r = 1, v z
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,,p
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In order to analyze the effect of the :p-direction velocity shear on the mode, it is conve-

nient to make the "a priori" assumption that the mode extends to x = v/K ". To justify the ,

expansion, we choose (_yL.,)v/K < ft. For ordering purposes we take (_yL_v) _- fl/K _ s

and also assume that (_zL.v) "_ 0(1). The coefficients to lowest order are then given by "'

1
A _ ---

K '

B __ (_,_L,.,v)s
flK '

s 2 s(%L,_,)(_L,_,_)C _-
_2 12_K ,

D_ 2s2(OYL"') s,fjy_.,, 2 _L.,,j(L _ ( _+
fl 3 [/3K ,

and

(56)E __ 124 - fPK '

The modified eigenvalue condition,

B 2 A
1+ 6 (57)4C3/2 C1/2 -

with

-I-6 _ +4C3/2 16 _ (58)

can be obtained following the perturbative analysis outlined in Ref. 3. The solution to

Eq. (57) is given by

[ (O_L._)2 ( 3 (OuL_,)(O_L..)) (gyLnv)(gzLnv)] -1fl = iK s (1 + 6) 1 41,2 1 + -_ sic - 2-sK (59)

,r
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This result is consistent with previous "a priori" assumptions, and reduces to the

earlier result from Ref. 3 when vz term vanishes.

The new result given in Eq. ) demonstrates that the inclusion of v_ in the problem

,, changes the stability propertie through coupling with the toroidal velocity shear. The

parameter 5 is symmetric with espect to the relative sign of v_ and vtzvelocity shear and

much smaller in magnitude than the rest of the terms in the expression. In Fig. la we

provide a comparison of the preceding analytic expression with the full kinetic shooting

code result. The factor 5 is ignored here because we found that for the range of _

shown in the plot, its inclusion makes no visible change in the results plotted. The good

fit of the analytic approximati:)n with the kinetic results is mainly due to the fact that
L

the cases analyzed are far aw_ tr from the marginal stability regime. For more realistic

values of r/i and L,_/L,, signifi( mt divergence from the kinetic results are usually found.

Specifically, the analytically cal :ulated growth rate is significantly higher than the growth

• rate predicted by full kinetic shooting code results. This effect could be due in large part to

the absence of the Landau damping term in the fluid approximation. Hence, for a more

realistic assessment of growth rates in regimes of interest (e.g., in regions approaching

marginal stability) it is necessary to carry out the kinetic analysis.

B. Numerical Results: Kinetic Ar.alysis

In the numerical analysis of the kinetic problem we used a WKB shooting code 12 to

solve Eq. (37). The problem is posed in the form

02¢

oz2 + Q(x :_)_ = o (60)

After matching the WKB solution at large z, the code shoots inward until matching (I)

and (I)_at the origin. The eigenvalue A, which in this case corresponds to f_, is varied until

a desired accuracy is reached in the matching condition.
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The sheared flow model used in the present numerical analysis is given by V0(x) =-

t,oz(x/L_)i + Vov(x/L_)_. When normalized to Veh, and to the temperature gradient scale

length Lr, the x-derivative of the sheared velocity field is given by v_ = (Voy/Veh.)(LT/L,)
o.

and v_z= (Voz/Vth,)(LT/L,). These are designated as the Srand i direction flow parameter

respectively.

Representative cases for normal, flat, and inverted density profile conditions have

been investigated. We chose the flow shear to scale with the temperature gradient, i.e.

LTLr _- 1 and ana.lyzed cases with i-direction flow velocities up to the ion thermal

speed and :9"-direction flow velocities of a few percent of the ion thermal speed. Earlier

derivations of the equilibrium distribution with sheared flows in toroidal geometry have

shown that poloidal flows could not enter into the leading order result. 6'1a Hence, choosing

larger values for p-direction flow (i.e.; poloidal flow in a large aspect ratio tokamak)

would not be very realistic. The choice to consider i-direction flow velocities only up to

the ion thermal speed is appropriate since the focus here is on ion temperature gradient

modes rather than Kelvin-Helmholtz type instabilities. Moreover, experimental results for

poloidal and toroidal rotation from H-mode plasmas s'14-16are consistent with the range

of flow parameters considered in the present studies.

1. Normal Density Gradient Regime

For a representative normal density gradient case, we chose r = 1, b, = 0.1, and

Lr/L, = 0.1. In Fig. 2, the real and imaginary parts of the eigenfrequency (w/w._,) are

' 0).t values in the absence of _,-direction sheared flows (v vplotted vs. rh for various vz =

The cases considered indicate that the mode is destabilized for even small values of the

' Although the change in the r/i-threshold is not significant, once excited,flow parameter vz.

the ion temperature gradient instability is clearly stronger in the presence of _-direction

sheared flows.
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Figure 2: Eigenfrequency vs. r/i for the positive density gradient case with r = 1, bs = 0.1,

v'y = 0, and L,/Ls = 0.1; (a) real part (b) imaginary p,_rt.
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lm

Interesting features are produced by the introduction of _-direction flows in the prob-

. ' for variouslem. In Fig. 3 the eigenfrequency is plotted vs the the flow parameter v_

' with rh 3. Figure 4 examines the same trends forvalues of the flow ,)arameter v, =

' = 0 case in Fig. 4b, we observe a slight destabilizingr/i = 5. Concentrating on the vz

trend around v'u = 0, which is less pronounced in ths rTi= 3 case (Fig. 3b). The expansion

of the kernel [Eq. (37)] to O(x 3) gives rise to perturbative corrections to the eigenvalue

[Eq. (58)]. These analytical estimates qualitatively agree with our findings for rh >> 1,

However, for r/i = 3 [i.e., closer to the marginal stability region] this trend almost com-

pletely vanishes. A possible explanation of this might come from the fact that kinetic

effects dominate near marginal stability. Specifically, the ion Landau damping absent in

fluid estimates becomes important here. For cases with v'z_ 0 we observe an asymmetry

of the growth rate with respect to the sign of the p-direction flow parameter v'v. Exami-

nation of the kernel used in the shooting code [Eq. (37)] indicates that a sign change for

a,
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v'z correspondingly flips the symmetry of the mode in the _-directien. In addition, the
6

and ' the _, and Srdirection flow parametersmode is sensitive to the relative sign of vz v_,

, respectively. This can 'be stated as follows:
[

= =
' therewhere f_ and (I)are the eigenfrequency and eigenfunction respectivel r. For every vz

that can maximize the growth rate. It is foun( that this occurs foris a corresponding vy

t'>O '
?3zVy

Regarding the question of how sheared flows affect the threshold for ITG modes,

we have examined in particular the effect of parallel (_-direction) I_heared flows on the

stabilizing influence of perpendicular (_-direction) sheared flows. A comparison of Figs. 3b

' values for complete stabilizationand 4b shows that in the r/i = 3 case the threshold vy

' However, for rh = 5, the trend is less pronounced and the thresholdare dependent on v_.

This again might 1)eattributable to thevalues are not significantly different for various v_.

enhanced role of kinetic effects as the marginal stability region (i.e., _i = 3) is _pproached.
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Figure 6: Eigenfrequency for the flat density gradient case with bs = 0.1, r = 1, and

v_ = 0; (a) real part (b) imaginary part.
l

The influence of sheared flov: effects on the mode structure of ITG instabilities is

illustrated in Fig. 5. For a representative case witih sheared flow in the _-direction (vtz =

0.2), it is seen that the eigenfunction tends to be more localized in the z > 0 region as
i

the poloidal shear (v'y) goes from negative to zero to positive values. Since v'y/v'z > 0

corresponds to the most unstable situations (see Fig. 4) and since B_,/Bz > 0 for z > 0

for sheared slab models, these results suggest that ITG modes tend to be stronger when

the sheared flows are more aligned with the equilibrium magnetic field in the region where

the mode is localized. However, for sufficiently large values of v'_, the stabilizing influence

is present regardless of the sign of vzv_.''

2. Flat Density Gradient Regime

It is well known that flat density profiles are _ common feature in a large portion of

most H-mode plasmas. Here we investigate a representative flat density gradient case
t/
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with the parameters r =: 1, and b, = 0.1 . Unlike the normal and inverted density

gradient cases, the eigenfrequency here is normalized against W,T,. In Fig. 6 we plot the

• ' in the absence ofeigenfrequency vs LTL, for various _-direction flow parameters vz
t

:_-direction sheared flows [i.e.; vy = 0]. Fig. 6b indicates a very modest favorable influence

" of v'z in that the threshold for the temperature gradient (LTL,) slightly shifts to the

left, thereby allowing steeper temperature profiles. However, similar to the normal and

inverted dersity gradient cases, the instability, once excited, is stronger in the presence

of sheared flows in the _.-direction. Including _-direction sheared flows (Fig. 7) does

not significantly change the picture from those found in the normal and inverted density

gradient cases. The slight destabilization for small values of v r in the absence of _,-direction

' 0 9 also exhibits this trend in theflow is visible here, and the growth rate curve for vz = .,
I 1

vicinity around v r = 0. In these flat density profile: cases the threshold v r values again

'. '>0,exhibitan asymmetrywithrespecttothesignofv_ On thepositiveside,i.e.,foruv
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,

! !

larger values of v_ are required to stabilize modes with larger vz values. For the opposite

situation smaller vy values are sufficient to stabilize modes with larger v,. Again, for a

' which will maximize the growth rate.' there will be a value of v_given vz,

S. Inverted Density Gradient Regime

In addition to flat density profiles, H-mode experimental results from tokamaks such as

DIII-D 15 and JET lr have also exhibited cases where the density profiles can be outwardly

peaked. !n examining such negative rh scenarios, we will consider L,,/L, = -1 . The rest

of the parameters are the same as in the normal density gradient case with be = 0.1, and

r = 1 . In Fig. 8 the eigenfrequency is plotted vs. rh for various values of the _-direction

' with ' = 0. We observe a slight favorable shift in the r]i threshold.flow parameter v_ vy

However, as in the o,ther cases, once the instability is excited, it exhibits larger growth

rates. Figure 9 indicates that :?-.direction sheared flow uniformly stabilizes the mode even
,,Q
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in the absence of the _-direction sheared flow. Similar to the flat density gradient case, the

' exhibit an asymetry with respect to the sign of the flow parameter., threshold values for vy

' are sufficient to stabilize modes with largerHere, on the positive side, smaller values of vv
t

values of vz'. For the opposite case (i.e., vv < 0) the opposite trend is observed.

911"'
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IV. Summary and Discussion

In this paper we have presented a systematic kinetic analysis of the combined influ-

ence of sheared equilibrium flows (in the Sr and _ direction) on ion temperature gradient

instabilities for a sheared slab geometry. The theoretical foundation for these studies was

pcc-_ided by a rigorous derivation of the linearized gyrokinetic equations in the presence

of such flows. As in earlier fluid limit studies, 2'3 we find that parallel (_-direction) ve-

locity shear tends to be destabilizing and perpendicular (:_'-direction) sheared, flows c_n

completely stabilize the ITG modes for sufficiently large values of the flow parameter v'u.

However, the most realistic scenario is when both types of sheared flow are simultaneously

present. We have accordingly focused our analysis on this issue with results indicating a

new trend; i.e., in the presence of _-direction sheared flow, :9-direction sheared flow can be
!

either stabilizing or destabilizing in the vicinity of vu = 0 depending on the relative sigrL

of these flows. In particular, :9-direction sheared flows can be stabilizing when v'_v'u < 0

qsv
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b
' the mode isand destabilizing when '0_vu' ' >0. However, for sufficiently large values of vu

' value requiredcompletely stabilized regardless of the s'gn of vzv_,:' The actual threshold vu#

for stabilization is weakly sensitive to the magnitude and sign of this quantity.

With regard to the relationship of these slab results to tokamak geometry, some addi-

tional comments are appropriate. The identification of the _-direction with the toroidal

d]rection and the p-direction with the poloidal direction is r;,gorously correct up to ox'der

_//q, the angle between the parallel and toroidal directions in a tokamak. If we choose

to associate the parallel direction in a tokamak with the _-direction in a slab, then the

_-direction component of the toroidal flow is _//q times smaller than the _-direction part.

If the ordering is such that _/q is less than pi/L the identification of the _ and Srdirections

with the toroidal and poloidal directions follows. For cases where _/q __ pi/L, it is possible

for a pure toroidal sheared flow to have a large enough component in the 3?-direction to

completely stabilize the ITG mode. However, it should be remembered that in this range
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of e/q, it would be necessary to include toroidal field line curvature and trapped particle

effects to properly assess stability properties.

Another point of emphasis in the present paper is the importance of a proper kinetic

treatment of this problem. Although fluid estimates are useful in providing insight into the

general trends associated with sheared flow effects on ITG modes, important quantitative

issues, such as establishing stability thresholds and the determination of unstable spectral

ranges, clearly require a kinetic analysis. An aspect of this point is illustrated in Fig. 1. In

Fig. la it is shown that for parameters chosen to satisfy fluid approximations, the kinetic

and fluid results are consistent. However, for the more realistic parameters of Fig. lh,

there is an obviously large deviation. Unstable spectral range results, such as those shown

on Figs. 10 and 11, can only be reliably obtained through kinetic analysis.

Unstable spectral ranges for ITG modes in the presence of sheared flows are displayed

for representative positive gradient (77,.> 0) cases in Figs. 10 and 11. This type of
4

information can be useful in the formulation of nonlinear theories in that, as shown in

0 or ' ' < 0) can act to cut off the unstableFig. 11, sheared poloidal flows (for vz = vzv_

=0or ' ' >0),Figs. 10range at short wavelengths. For unfavorable situations (i.e., v_ v_.v_

and llb indicate that although the instabilities are stronger, the spectral range is not

significantly modified.
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